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Beginning Microsoft Word 2010Apress, 2010

	Beginning Microsoft Word 2010 is a visually stimulating introductory guide that teaches the complete Word newbie (as well as slightly experienced yet equally baffled users) what they need to know to write that thesis or proposal tonight. From the absolute basics like installing the software and creating documents to more advanced...
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Persuasive Business Proposals: Writing to Win More Customers, Clients, and ContractsAMACOM, 2003
With over 40,000 copies sold, the first edition of Persuasive Business Proposals helped many readers construct dynamic, effective proposals. Now in paperback, this fully-revised second edition still gives readers simple, effective techniques for organizing, writing, and delivering proposals while updating the author’s winning...
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Hilbert-CourantSpringer, 1986

	If the life of any 20th century mathematician can be said to be a history of mathematics in his time, it is that of David Hilbert. To the enchanted young mathematicians and physicists who flocked to study with him in Goettingen before and between the World Wars, he seemed mathematics personified, the very air around him"scientifically...
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How to Get Government Contracts: Have a Slice of the 1 Trillion Dollar PieApress, 2012

	How to Get Government Contracts demystifies the process of how a company can enter the government market, win its first and subsequent contracts, and then grow itself into a multi-million-dollar government contractor within a couple of years. It offers an insider’s view into the latest best practices that government...
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Thesis Projects: A Guide for Students in Computer Science and Information SystemsSpringer, 2007
"The authors have written a short book for students doing final year projects in computer science and information systems. Because the authors are from Sweden, the details of the procedures and expectations will vary in other countries. However, in the hands of a discerning reader, this book could be useful at several levels, at many colleges...
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Stochastic Analysis in Production Process and Ecology Under UncertaintySpringer, 2012

	The monograph addresses a problem of stochastic analysis based on the uncertainty assessment by simulation and application of this method in ecology and steel industry under uncertainty. The first chapter defines the Monte Carlo (MC) method and random variables in stochastic models. Chapter two deals with the contamination transport in porous...
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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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Models of Proposal Planning & WritingPraeger Publishers, 2005

	Grantseeking has become an increasingly competitive process. Beginning grantwriters sometimes assemble a collection of facts and present that information to grantmakers, hoping to receive support. However, sponsors rarely award grant funding just because a grantseeker supports a specific cause or works for a specific organization....
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Integration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in EngineeringSpringer, 2004

	This volume is a documenlation of I he main results in Ihe research area "Inte
	gration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in Engineering".
	On one hand it is based on the Priority Program "Integration von Techniken der
	Soflwarespezifikation fur ingenieurwissensehaftliehe Anwendungen", short Soft...
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Neutron Scattering, Volume 44 (Experimental Methods in the Physical Sciences)Academic Press, 2013

	This work covers in some detail the application of neutron scattering to different fields of physics, materials science, chemistry, biology, the earth sciences and engineering. Its goal is to enable researchers in a particular area to identify aspects of their work in which neutron scattering techniques might contribute, conceive the...
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Routing and Switching: time of convergenceAddison Wesley, 2001
This book has been written in precise and technical language with the intention of eliminating marketing hype and other inappropriate descriptions. (Indeed the book is no light read as the topics covered are taken most seriously by myself.) The terminology used is derived from standard use (i.e. internationally approved through the...
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Minimum Reinforcement in Concrete Members (European Structural Integrity Society)Elsevier Limited, 1999
Hardbound. The ESIS-Technical Committee 9 on Concrete was established in 1990 and has met seven times. A proposal was put to European and extra-European laboratories entitled "Scale effects and transitional failure phenomena of reinforced concrete beams in flexure" which lead to several positive responses.
The central topic discussed...
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